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2. XTOODtfggXOlj 

A study was m3® of the isomeric transitions of S®^ to 

Its ground state using *B*e Bice Institute Van de Graaff Electro¬ 

static Accelerator and the l&tesmdiate-Itaage Magnetic Isas Bair 

S3 
Spectrometer. Since the ground state of He has a spin aod purity 

of Q4') emphasis ms given to the observation of 0->0 transitions. 

tS&X and MBr targets have been bombarded with 4.8, 5*0* and 5*5 Msv 

protons. The bombarding of Hi1 23 with protons of tliese energies can 

lead to the formation of an excited odd-even nucleus# !Ia2^# by la- 

elastic scattering# and of ©a excited even-even nucleus# He20# by the 

exoergic emission of m alpha particle from the compound system# 

4. p, tiie Q-value of the reaction fla2^(p# TTjJle20 leaving Be20 

in its ground state is 2.3? Menr. Malta to the decay branching ratios 

of an excited state in fie2® are given with probable spin and parity 

assignments * 

XX. I mmm mm\L mmmsB Am m mmm 

1. Targets 

In the study of nuclear states that decay by internal pair 

forsatioa# it is usually desirable to ham very thin targets so that 

the incident and emergent particles will lose as small an amount of 

energy as possible by ionisation in the target, hue to tee physical 

properties of certain target materials# it is soaseiiisas required to 



have a backing upon which the target naterial is evaporated. The 

backing material met also b© as thin as passible ©o that the emer¬ 

gent particles will lose only a small amount of energy. 

The chemical said physical eompoeition of the target presents 

a special problem.' la general, the physical target will contain many 

nuclides besides the on© cm which measurements are desired* the effects 

of unwanted nuclides cay have to be identified mid excluded by measure¬ 

ments on several targets in which the desired nuclide appears in vary¬ 

ing proportion. 

The baching material for the targets was sandwiched between 

two 8,5 square centimeter brass discs with a 1.3 square centimeter^ hole 

through each disc. Varaieh mo used for gluing purposes. The purpose 

of the brass discs was to prevent buckling of the backing due to ©vapor- 

ating and handling procedures and to secure the targets to special 

target holders* 

Figure (1) is a schematic diagram of the evaporating apparatus 

used. The target material ms placed in a tungsten boat connecting 

two current electrodes. The target backing ms placed about k centi¬ 

meters above the tungsten boat such that & uniform deposit of target 

material could be obtained after heating began. An elumiawa shield 

covered the backing arreagejsent such that 0,6p square centimeter of the 

backing was exposed to the evaporating material. Tbs beiljar was then 

placed In position end evacuated by means of a mechanical fore-pump and 

a diffusion pusp. A pressure of about 6 3$ 10*^ eeatictater of mercury 

was found appropriate for evaporating either SaBr or Sal whose boiling 
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poiatfi me 13$Q°C ana 1300°C respectively. A vmdac regulates the 

current through the tungsten boat. Bae ccanpleted targets were either 

stored in a desiccator or used immediately alter feeing made. She foi- 

lowing target© mm prepared by the above procedure and used la this 

©speriiBeat: 

Target BuLckness Eacliing Biiekness 
Target te/«a2> Backing 

HaBr 10*55 ¥ 19.32 
ilal 15.00 Xfa 10.00 
mi 8*10 Au mM 
mx S.ho Au 15.00 
mx 8.00 Au 13.80 

After preliminary pu my spectra ware taken, it was de¬ 

cided that Hal targets mm better adapted to the purpose© of this 

experiment. An attempt was made to use fiaQH and Na targets, but these 

materials have each a low molting point compared to that of Hal that 

from the low currant beam required to preserve the target©,. low count¬ 

ing rates would Mm been obtained with consequent .large statistical 

variations la the counting rates. The choice of the appropriate back¬ 

ing for the targets was dona according to which material had the high¬ 

est thermal conductivity and lowest background yield, Gold was found 

to be the most appropriate material. 

2. Electrostatic Accelerator 

Proton bombardments mm perforated with Bast Bice Institute 

Van de Graaff Accelerator, manufactured by the High Voltage Engineering 

Corporation of Cambridge, Massachusetts. 



©»e accelerator, counted la a vertical position, i® capable 

of accelerating protons downward into an analyzing mgnet, bending 

their path at a 90° angle. Batons can be accelerated in an energy 

range between a few kilovolt© to 5*6 Mav, Bombarding voltages are ccs* 

guted by (1) assuring the current in the analysing raagnst, or by (2) 

measuring the nuclear magnetic resonance frequency of a hydrogen or 

lithium cample in the analysing magnet. A current versus energy curve, 

calculated fro© accurately known reaction thresholds, was used to deter- 

mine Hie bombarding energies. 

3* Intertscdtote-lkage Maaaatic inns Bair 
Spectrometer 

Figure (2) illustrates the pair egecteosater used in this ex¬ 

periment. A brief description, will b© given here - a detailed study of 

the spectrometer has been given elsewhere. ^ 

Bairs whose acceptance angles me® defined by the acceptance 

baffle are focused by the jaagaefcie field of the coils shown in the 

diagram, sine© there am no ferxtmsagaetic parts .in the spectrometer, 

the magnetic field of the coil© depends directly upon the current through 

the coils. The pairs smut also pass an iotersssdiate ring baffle which 

defines the resolution of the spectrometer, At the back end of the 

spectrometer, the pairs pass through a thin aluminum foil and ate then 

detected outside the vacum system. The detector arraogawat consists 

of two plastic crystals attached to two light pipes, at the end of which 

are two BCA 6810-A photcmultiplier tubes. 
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The tm 8-volt (negative) output pulses. tsxm the photomulti¬ 

plier tubes are fed into a coincidence circuit of the l-airaball-Fiocher 

t$m ^th a resolving tine of about 4 x 10**^ seconds, The output of ■ 

the coincidence circuit is then amused on a £0-channel .pulse Haight 

Amtyaser* , . 

The resolution of the spectrometer was 7*3 percent for pairs 

with a tmnsBdasion of $.0 .percent, ... 

4. Calibration .Procedures 

For optimum calibration of the instruments, the radiation 

energies used were chosen to be within the rang© of the transition 

energies being investigated. 

The calibration of the .single, crystal arrangement was done 

by observing the radiation spectra of familiar radioactive sources. 

A Po-Be source giving peabs com* spending to energies of 4,43, 3*92# 

and 3,41 Msv and a Co source fitting 1,17 and 1,33 Hsv gaam rays 

were used, Saosa spectra ware observed on tte 256-chanael Pulse Height 

Analyser and a calibration' curve' of energy versus channel number was 

plotted. 

The calibmtlon of the pair spectrometer was dons with the 

reaction Fi^(p#t?()v}Oij. A 1 ag/ea^ CaFg target on a thin aluadnusa 

baching was boxabar&ed with 3,6 Jtev protons. The nucleus of 0 is 

loft la its 6.04 $fev# O*# first excited state with a lifetime of about 

7*02 x 10 ** second. Siam its ground state is^Cr state# the transition 
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occurs ^ nuclear pair formation. tilth this informtioa, a graph of 

spectrometer laagaefc current versus Bf was plotted. Bata ray energy 

versus Bf tables were then used to deteriaias the electron energies. 

m. ESffiEE $mmv M BBSUfflS 

1* single Crystal Sanaa Bay spectra 

For survey purposes, the ^swa ray spectrum of a few targets 

ms obtained. Figure (3) shows the gamma ray spectrum of 10.55 sg/ca2 

of 3&Br evaporated on a 2$.32 ffig/cmS tungsten backing. A 0.5^ eaapare 

teas of 5»5 tfcv protons was used. Bi^ser beam currents salted the Ife.Br 

which has a ©siting point of 755°C. She strong 1.63 Mssv peals is attri¬ 

buted both to the Ka2^ transition between the 2.08 and 0.44 Mm states 

and to the lie20 transition between the 1.64 l-3ev and ground states. It 

is difficult to mke any other aesignmsats with this spectrum because 

of unfavorable peak to valley ratios* However, the 1«35 tfev peak appears 

to be a Compton peak from the IfaX crystal end the 1*95 J&v peak is prob¬ 

ably the gs®sa ray transition between the 2*39 and 0#44 Jfev states of 

Figure (4) ©hews the gissa ray spectrum frees a 15 mg/cm2 ShZ 
■ 

target on a 10 mg/cm thorium backing. A 0.5><- ampere beam of 4.0 MBV 

protons ms used here. She strong peak at 0.15 jfev is as imtrumental 

effect* She 0.43 Mev peak is the first excited state to ground state 

transition of Ra2^ from inelastic scattering of protons. She email 

peak at 1.63 Mm is a mixture of the pm ray© hot the first excited 
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state to ground state transition of Ha and Smm the transition toe- 

tmm the 2.08 and 0.4% I’m states of Ba23. Farther assignments mm 

prohibited by poor counting rates. 

and m 83 

Figure (5) illustrates the energy level diagrams of lie20 

(3) 

.(a) 

2. Bair Spectra 

Figure (6) show® the pair spectra obtained from three differ¬ 

ent target® of Shi. Curve I ms obtained by bombarding %.8 ffev protons 

on 8 ta$ftar Hal oat© a 08 mg/era ©aid baching* the peak at 2.08 Ifev is 

fron tlie 2.08 Msv to ground state transition of Ha23. Curve IX is the 

pair spectrum obtained by bombarding %,8 Ifev proton© on 8 ©g/c®s Hal 

onto a 10 rag/cra2 gold inching. This target was bombarded later at 

lp » 5.2 Msv, the spaefcrum of which is illustrated by curve I?* She 

strong peaks at 6.0% Msv found in curves XX, HI, and IF are duo to 

contamination of the targets while in the vacuus system of the acceler¬ 

ator. Curve HI is the pair spectrum obtained by bombarding %,8 lev 

protons on 8 mf m2 &X onto a 13 mg/es2 gold backing. 

Boring the process of taking data it was observed that the 

contamination of the target increased with time. Enough paints were 

repeated to identify the flourine peak as shown by curves II* end III1 

which correspond respectively to repeated points of curves II and III. 

Sie repeated points were taken about five and oae-tolf tours after com¬ 

mencing bombardment of each target* fto initial spectra were scanned 

fix® right to left tolls the repeated peaks mm scanned frees left to 

right. 
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•■■■V* DXSCUSSXQH ■ flP ■ BiSBIffg 

Figure (6) Illustrates internal pair opectra obtained from 

ISal target© and give© the vaults of the experiment. The energy mage 

of de-excitation Investigated wm tv0® 2.7 to 6.1 Hsv. '■ The peals at 

2.98 Jfev from curve I is the transition 2.98 Msnr-v 0 from ®as^. The 

peals© at 6.04 idsv are attributed to internal pair© from the first ex¬ 

cited ©tat© ©£ the product nucleus 0^ tvm the reaction W^iPt^rj )o^ « 

the essence of JPlourlne being due to contamination of the tarots. SO 

»ea&® am observed at 4,25., 4*97* and. 5.63 Mavi however, these peals© 

say be so ©anil that- they are covered by the statistical fluctuations 

in the lew counting rate© observed at these energies. A discussion of 

the method used to assign ©pin and parity to excited states of lie23 using 

the data of this experiment follows. 
■ ■ (%\ 

Wort was dene by B* X>. Beat, et el.' t© calculate the effi¬ 

ciency ©f the pair spectrometer using tie 2.5 percent resolution con¬ 

figuration. Their results wm given in the fora of a graph. The answer 

of transmitted pairs per 10’ auaafca mm plotted against ipassa ray 

energy in 15sv for gamma rays of electric and magnetic multipolarities 

ranging from 1 to 4* The reaction 4 d was used. Their result© 

choir "that the number of interim! pairs per quantum which are trans¬ 

mitted by the spectrometer and detected in coincidence is a function. 

. of ip®aa my energy of de-excitation and multipolarity and is independ¬ 

ent of the atomic number of the radiating nucleus .and "thc-coaflguratlon 

-ef-ttor opcotroaerfter, Ratios of tmasmttted pairs for various energies 

were taken from these plots to correct the ratios of counting rates 

obtained from the data of the present experiment. 



Spin end parity assignments were also made possible by using 

estimate® of ©awa ray transition instabilities of excited states of 

nuclei ttm Meisslsojsf *s theory of tbs single particle model of the 

(§> 
nucleus. Fresa these transition probability esspmsaioas* it is 

possible to calculate an estimate of the multipolarity of the transi¬ 

tion in question whan cespirad with e^risxsatal ratios of counting 

rates. Some transition probability expressions from this theory are 

as follows; 

Hiiltipolarity 
«&.T 

Sraasitlea Probability in sec 

Hi 1.5 x IG1^ AVs B3 

HI 2.8 X 1013 £2 

£2 1.6 x IG3 iS B5 

MS 1*2x 10 A £^ 

wires?© A is the maos number of the radiating nucleus and £ is the tran¬ 

sition energy expressed in Hsw. 

Assumed spin and parity assignments of 04, and 44 b&w 

been mde to the 4.8$ and k.$f M&v states of lie in order to perform 

the calculations discussed shore. Bteee assigrsaente mm instigated 

by the fact that 'She three lowest rotational agitations of deforced 

evea-emm nuclei correspond to spin and parity of 04# 2% and 4
4. 

{65 
Proa the work of f • I. Kruse' % it is possible to obtain an 

intensity relationship between the 2.^8 ffcv->Q transition from Ha23 

and the 4*^ Mar-*- 1.63 Mm transition fro© W& ' with proton bombarding 

energy of 4.8 Msv. Using a three crystal pair opactrorafcer, Kras© 
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observed peaks at 2,62 and 2*93 Jfev with proton bombarding energies of 

4*68 and 9*0 Sfev* Analysis of these data shorn that at Eg, « 4*8 Ktev 

the ratio of the intensity of the 2.61 Msv gasssa ray, attributed to 

Mo®5 alone, to that of the 2*98 Msnr ©aasa rsy from Ha^' is about on®. 

It is teen possible to safe calculations of counting rate ratios at 

Bp « 4.8 Mev using the 2.98 ffev internal pair peak from curve 1 ©f the 

data of fete present expardmaat as a reference peak. 

Pros the isaaa lifetime of gssaa say transitions, one is able 

to obtain a theoretical estimate of ratios of counting rates of inter* 

aal pair transitions from a state tilth a given spin and parity assign* 

meat by converting ©amm ray transition prolabilities to internal pair 

transition probabilities. These values con then be compared with en« 

perlsisntalSy determined counting rate ratios of Internal pair transi¬ 

tions* 

©able (1) gives the results of such calculations to obtain 

possible branching ratios for the 4,25 M#v state of le20* Ssie table 

chons, comparing the entries of rows F and G, that for a 0* OBsignmant 

the counting rate from the 4,25 Mav-vQ transition is predicted to be 

about siK: hundred times larger than the mKimum value calculated fsm 

curve I of the graph of figure (6), From the predicted, ratio for this 

assignment, au internal pair peak at 4,25 I4ev should have been observed 

with the method of observation employed in this experiment. Since no 

ouch peak ms seen, a G4 assignment is excluded. For either a 2* or 

a 44 as©lgnisent the 4.25 Ms v -*1*63 Mav gassaa ray transition would be 

of type Ml or B2 respectively. The fact that a 2.61 Mev gaama ray 
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fable jL: Possible branching ratios for tbs 4.25 Kev state of la29. 
the assumed spins and parities are from the assumption of 
rotational spins of deformed even-even nuclei. The theore¬ 
tical lifetimes are calculated from Welsokopf's transition 
probabilities with the exception of the first entry of row 
G* the experimental ratios of counting rates of Internal 
pair transitions are calculated from curve I of figure (6) 

 mL!nolMQ. sP8strqmeter_ effloleng?^j;orrections« : , 
A. Assumed spin and parity 0 + 3*4* 

for tj^g 4.25 tier state 
of Be4. 

theoretical lifetime (sec.) 
of the 4.25 Mev state. 
(4.25 Kev~*1.63 Her tran¬ 
sition for gamma rays.) 

C. theoretical lifetime (sec.) 
of the 4.25 Mev state. 
(4.25 Mev-*>Q transition 
for gemma rays.) 

2. transition probability 
ratios. (Batlos of entries 
of row B to those of row 0.) 

B. Correction factors applied in 
to row Bs (1) to obtain in¬ 
ternal pair transition proba¬ 
bility ratios; (2) to correct 
for energy dependence of in¬ 
ternal pair transitions.## 

I. theoretical ratios of count¬ 
ing rates s 4.26 M@v-J*'0 to 
4.25 Mev-^1.65 Mev internal 
pair transitions, (from rows 
2 and 2.) 

S. Experimental ratios of count¬ 
ing rates: 4.25 Mev-*-0 to 
4.25 Mev-*1.63 Hev internal 
 salrJaansitlons.   
# this value has been obtained from an energy correction on the 

6.04 Um-*0 pair transition lifetime of Q*2. 

## these correction factors (ratios of internal pair conversion 
coefficients) have been obtained from iatemal pair conversion 
graphs of M. B. lose.*?) 

(232)  ^ (Ml) m 

("'Ux 10”12 1.7 x 10-1S l?x 10"12 

1(0) (B2) (14) 

1 at JXT10^ 8.4 x 10“14 
1.6 x 10*5- 

1/100 1/50 6.3 s 10*8 

^1000 14/6 3/2 

(2) x 
6/14 2/3 

10 1/60 6.3 x 10"® 

A 1/62 < 1/160 <•1/95 
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from He20 has been observed in other wortes^ with n© indication of 

a 4.25 ti&v gamma my with the sacs© fecabardiiig ssergy tt@s& here helps 

to narrow the spin and parity assignments of this state to 2* or 4*. 

It can he sees from table (!) that both assignments are- passible 

within tte accuracies ©f the experiment and the Meiss&opf estimate 

of transition prababilities. 

Table (2) shows aa interpretation of the results of the pre¬ 

vious calculations. 

gable 2; Possible branching ratios for the 4.25 Mav 
state of Ife20 with possible spin and parity 
assignments. 

Possible spin 
sad 'parity for 
the 4.25 MBL 
state of S3®3. 

Bolative emmtiiJg rate 
of the 4.25 Mhv-* O 
internal pair transi¬ 
tion (erpsrismt&X). 

Native counting rate 
of the 4.25 flsv-vi.63 Mav 
internal pair transition 
(ossps&a&at&l}. 

&+ or 4* <356 > 99$ 

ghe sane analysis of assigning spin and parity is followed for 

the 4.97 Mw state of He20 as shown by table (3). She espericental 

counting rate ratios, the 4*97 tfev-* 0 to the 4.25 !|3V-J
-1.63 Mev in¬ 

ternal .pair transitions, are compared with those calculated from transi¬ 

tion probabilities for possible spins end parities of 0% 2*. and k* * 

To salts the calculations possible,, the population of the 4.97 '®fev state 

was assumed to be at.most 10 percent of that of the 4.25 Mar state for 

a proton bombarding energy of 4.8 Mov.. A spin and purity assignment of 

4* was assumed for the 4.25 Mev state, A comparison of rows a and I of 

this table shows that possible spins and parities of 0* and 2* are ex¬ 

cluded. A possible assignment of 4** 1® thes aside to this state. 
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table, &t Possible ratios ot counting rates of the 4.3? Kev^Q and 
4,35 Mev ~> l .83 Mev Internal pair traaeitions of Me • fhe 
assumed spins end parities are frea the assumption of rota¬ 
tional spins of deforaed even-even nuclei, fhe theoretical 
Hfotisaes are calculated fro® Weles&opf*® transition proba¬ 
bilities with the exception of the first entry of row 0, fhe 
experimental ratios of counting rates of internal pair transi¬ 
tions are calculated from curve 1 of figure (8) and Include 
spectrometer efficiency corrections, fhe population of the 
4*97 Her state it assumed to he 10 percent of that of the 

A. Assumed spin and parity 
for the 4,9? Mev state ■ 

_ .^HMMW^VT  —- -    
0 + 3 + 4 + 

B. theoretical lifetime (sec.) 
Of the 4.38 Mev state with 
spin end parity of 4 • 

(4.35 Mev-HU 63 Mow tranoi- 

(E2) 

1 x 10*12 

(12) 

1 x Hf12 

(12) 

1 x 10*4® 

0. Theoretical lifetime (esc.) 
of the 4.9? Mev state. 
(4.9? &fenr—0 transition 

#0)' 

8.7 x lQ**1^ 

im 

3.6 x 10*14 4.6 x 10~® 

0. transition probability 
ratios (ratios of entries 1/8? 250/9 3.2 x 10**® 

11. Correction factor© applied to 
row B* (1) to obtain in- 

. tornal pair transition proba¬ 
bility ratios? (&) to correct 
for energy dependence of ia- 

aJjooo g/s 

2/5 

: 2 

1/2 

f« Internal pair transition 
probability ratios. (Obtained 1000/8? 280/9 2.8 * ISf8 

§. Correction factor, applied to 
. row #, due to the assumption 
that the population of the 
4,9? Mev state is 10$ of that 

1/10 1/10 1/10 

E* theoretical ratios of counting 
■ ratess 4.9?.Kav^-0 to 
. 4*35 Mev->1.68 Mev internal 
pair transitions. (Obtained 

100/8? 25/9 2.2 x 10-# 

1. ■ Experimental ratios of counting 
rate®! 4.97 Mev-^0 to 
4.25 Mav^l.63 Hev Internal 4l/63 
   -     

< 1/188 ^1/127 

?f hi svalus' "^acheen^St a^neS^froia' an" energy ” cor r action'"'on“ the 
6.04 Mov-*0 pair transition lifetime of 0*®. 

## fheee correction factors (ratios of internal pair conversion 
confidents) have been obtained from internal pair conversion 
graphs of M. 3. lose.'7' 



(8) K* Wildemith aasl f» Itoseltopoaioa' haws given a theoreti¬ 

cal description of Ids® %m easier spectres of Ife20. to 4* ^ -particle 

cluster representation ms chow** which leads to the following towel 

segpsneo; I » G*, 2% and h*, h prediction of 0* or h* spin and parity 

sssipwitt was made to the h,$y New state of mF** She results of cal* 

eiil&tioas shorn in table (3) mm to agree with this prediction. 
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M* ' mrnm m 'mmmm , 

Th& Q* spin and parity aaeign©2nt is excluded far the 

4,25 Hwr state of ife®9* 4, possible h* nssignffsanb is ©sis with gf* 

not excluded, She broaching ratios for this state are < 1 percent 

for the- 4.25 Ifer-vO Internal pair transition sad >$$ percent for 

the 4*25 Mev-*>'1.63 Mev internal pair transition* 

She 0* sad S'4* spin and parity assigcoaents t© the 4*9T Mev 

state of Ir ore excluded. A possible 4* assignment is uacto to this 

state* 
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